
Product Overview
We are a leader in this field. 
Over 25 years experience 
allows us to design and 
recommend a wide variety 
of products. Engraved wall 
Signs offer the building 
owner simple yet cost 
effective solutions to a 
growing organization.  
Color, shape and sizes are 
endless.

Colors

Rowmark or Hermes 
Standard.  We also have the 
ability to create custom 
color signs.

Accessories

Holes

3M mounting tape

Both holes and tape

Options

We use a variety of materials to achieve the look you 
desire, while keeping costs to a minimum. Modular Signs, 
Architectural Signs in Anodized Aluminum, Designer 
Plastic Frames, Euro Sign Systems,  Premier Frames, 
Frames with Lenses, all compliment the Engraved Wall 
Signs. 

Standard Sizes

Available in 1” increments 
from 1”x4” to 8”x24”.  
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Letrix USA Products

ADA Directional Signs

ADA Wall Signs

ADA Window Signs

Frames for Signs

Engraved Wall Signs

Engraved Desk Signs

Badges

Cubicle Signs

Building Letters

Commemorative Plaques

Traffic, Parking Signs

Post and Panel Signs

ChannelTEX

LCD/LED Displays

Digitally Printed Signs

Phone
1-888-4LETRIX

E-mail
jgenduso@letrixusa.com
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General Specifications for Engraved Wall Sign Frames

Euro Sign System

The Euro Sign System with 20 standard sizes and five anodized colors is designed to make tamper resistant signs 
and directories.  The clean lines of both the 3/8” round or 3/8” square extrusions make an attractive, functional and 
inexpensive solution to interior signage.  Available colors are Satin Silver, Polished Silver, Matte Black, Polished 
Yellow Gold and Polished Rose Gold.  Square and round headed  screws are specially designed to cap off extrusions, 
and lock in the holder assemblies.  Simply remove the top screws and slide sign assemblies out for a quick change.  

Premier Frames

Precision mitered from an extrusion of premium allow in the professional styles - Beveled, Radiuses, and Boxed –
makes this sign system a top of the line favorite.  Each style has several features that make professional signs 
simple.  

- Each frame is designed for complete support of 1/16” sign material.

- Eight rich anodized colors are available in all three styles.  

- Minimum size is 2”x4” and Maximum size 10”x15”.

- A trough ½” wide runs the entire inside perimeter of each frame which accommodates adhesive or Snap in Place 
assembly.

- Frames are designed for mounting to wall or door with double-sided tape or silicone-type adhesive.

Premier Plus Frames

Precision mitered from and extrusion of premium alloy in four professional styles:  Beveled, Quarter Round, Boxed, 
and Quarter Inch Solid, makes this sign system a top of the line favorite.

- Eight rich anodized colors are available in all four styles:  Polished Silver, Satin Silver, Polished Yellow Gold, Satin 
Yellow Gold, Polished Rose Gold, Arch Bronze, and Matte Black.

- Seven powder coat finishes are available:  Medium Gray, Pewter (light gray) Black, White, Almond, Brown and Arch 
Brown.

- Each frame style is available with either a 3.16” or 5/16” inside depth.  Inside depth must be specified when 
ordering.

- Frames are designed for mounting with double-sided tape or silicone adhesives.  Holes will be provided only upon 
request.

- All frames are available with optional matte black metal inside, suitable for changeable magnetic signs.

- Lenses are laser cut from semi-flexible .080 non glare acrylic and are designed with tabs that snap securely into 
frames.   Lenses can easily be removed by using suction cup placed in the center of the frame.  

- Minimum size 2”x4” up to 10”x15”.

Architectural Aluminum Frames

Specialty requirements for room identification and control are accomplished with these unique frames.  They feature 
built-in changeable messages, magnetic changeable signs and frames with dividers. Frames are fabricated from 
continuos anodized aluminum extrusion in six standard colors:  polished silver, polished yellow gold, polished rose 
gold, satin silver, matte black and medium bronze. 

- Seven powder coat finishes are available:  Medium Gray, Pewter (light gray) Black, White, Almond, Brown and Arch 
Brown.

- Available with a Matte Black inside metal surface for changeable magnetic signs.

Heavy Architectural Signage

This line of frames is fabricated from a heavy 1/8” thick wall, and 1.75” and 1.25” wide extrusion.  They can be used 
either as a double or single frame for counters, desks or walls. All frames are custom fabricated to your 
specifications.  Sharp clean square corners are fabricated from continuous extrusion.

- Eight rich anodized colors are available in all four styles:  Polished Silver, Satin Silver, Polished Yellow Gold, Satin 
Yellow Gold, Polished Rose Gold, Arch Bronze, and Matte Black.

- Not available in Powder Coat finishes.
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General Specifications for Engraved Wall Sign Frames (continued)

Aluminum Frames with lenses

Matte clear acrylic based lenses are laser cut to snap in and out of anodized aluminum frames, round or square 
cornered.  Lenses can be screen-printed, and have tactile or Braille mounted to them while exposing a paper graphic. 
Snap lenses are designed for custom size aluminum frames in sizes from 6 to 200 square inches. 

- Frames have 1/8” wall thickness, ½” outside depth with a 1/8” masonite backer.

- Lenses snap in and out with the aid of a suction cup placed in the center of the lens.

- Dividers are used to make multi-lens compartments.

- Special matte black dividers can be used to make compartments under a single lens.

- Frames can be made to accommodate paper and 1/32”, 1/16” or 1/8” sign material.

- Eight rich anodized colors are available in all four styles:  Polished Silver, Satin Silver, Polished Yellow Gold, Satin 
Yellow Gold, Polished Rose Gold, Arch Bronze, and Matte Black.

Decorative Bars

Three sizes of decorative bars create bold metallic borders for your signs.  Formats of top and bottom or left side, 
right side are available.  One can use equal size bars or mix two different sizes.  All three sizes can be made into a 
complete four-sided frame, and all formats can accommodate a snap-in matte clear lens.

- Bars are available in five anodized finishes:  Polished Yellow Gold,  Polished Rose Gold, Matte Black, Polished Silver, 
and Satin Silver.  All parts are anodized individually to give finished ends.

Architectural Plastic Frames and Plates

The 7000 series round corner and 8000 series square corner molded plastic frames are designed for quality interior 
signage.  Each frame is molded in one of 6 matte colors:  Gray Almond,  White, Brown, Arch Brown and Black.  All 
frames have a ½” outside depth, 1/8” thick walls, and mounting holes for attaching to walls.  The size of each frame 
is listed as an inside dimension and the inside radius on the round corner frames is 5/16”.  Each Frame is designed 
to accommodate all sign material from 1/16” to 1/8” thick, or it’s own plastic injected molded plate.

Designer Plastic Frame System

Designer is a round corner plastic molded sign system with features created to solve your many sign requirements.  
It is available in 10 different sizes all with round corners and 6 matte colors:  Pewter gray, Medium Gray, Back, White, 
Almond and Brown.

Designer 2 is a handsome sign system with ¼” walls, clean square corners, and many features to solve the most 
difficult sign requirements.  Designer 2 is molded in 10 sizes and 6 matte plastic colors: Pewter gray, Medium Gray, 
Back, White, Almond and Brown.

Eternity

Over thirty ready-to-use aluminum signs for indoor and outdoor use that can be customized to suite your needs.  
The Eternity system is easily adaptable and is modular, with a clip on system that can be arranged in both vertical 
and horizontal formats.  

Modular Frame System

Designed for interior signage.  Frame construction provides flexibility for installations and sign inserts.  Signs 
change over easily.  Sign inserts fit securely into frames with a snap lock mechanism.  Frames and inserts are 
tamper-resistant.  

Slatz Sign Systems

Our exclusive Engravers Sign System combines silver and gold aluminum shapes and injection-molded plastics into a 
unique system of interchangeable components for single signs and directories. Some assembly required.  We simply 
engrave the inserts, snap into place, and your interior sign system is ready for installation.
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